Conference Overview

In November 2010, the Alhamra Art Center opened its doors and welcomed thousands of passionate art lovers to attend the “1st International Conference on Literature & Culture” in which 100 plus speakers were invited from around the world to grace the event for three days. People were really excited to find these dignitaries amongst them and participated in all activities enthusiastically from 10am to 11pm. After such tremendous response by public the Alhamra Arts Council announced to keep this practice continued on an annual basis and by the grace of Allah, under the guidance of visionary Chairman Board of Governor Lahore Arts Council Mr. Atta Ul Haq Qasmi the Team Alhamra performed well and produced something extra ordinary in every coming year to make this event a Lahore icon. The proceedings of these conferences were published in book form and widely appreciated by writers, connoisseurs of arts and the general public.

This year, the Alhamra Arts Council has decided to reach out to a much wider audience with a theme which resonates with everyone instead of focusing on literature and performing arts. For this purpose, the Alhamra Arts Council is organizing a three day 5th International Conference on the theme “Bectay Hoye Din Yaad Aatay Hain” in which notable people from all walks of life will be invited and talk about their childhood memories. This will include guests who have had a distinguished career as a judge, journalist, bureaucrat, doctor, engineer, army general, businessman, academic, singer, scientist, lawyer, artist, social worker, politicians, scholars, sportsman, writer and poet.
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BEETE HOAY DIN YAAD AATEY HAIN

Dance Performance Nighat Ch.
23rd May 2014
Alhamra Hall - I 8.30 pm

23 to 25 May 2014

Musical Performance Tina Sani
26th May 2014
Alhamra Hall - I 8.30 pm